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Wireless connection
GoFree wireless connectivity gives you the ability to:

• Use a wireless device to remotely view (smartphone and tablet)
and control the system (tablet only).

• Access the GoFree Shop.
• Upload your Echosounder logs to create custom maps at Insight

Genesis.
• Download software updates
• Connect to third party applications

Ú Note: Maps, charts, software updates, and other data files can
be large. Your data provider may charge you based on the
amount of data you transfer. If you are unsure contact the
service provider for information.

The unit includes Built-in wireless functionality for connecting to the
internet and wireless devices such as smartphones and tablets.

Initial configuration and setup of the built-in wireless functionality is
described in your system's Installation Manual.

Connect and disconnect from a wireless hotspot
To connect to a wireless hotspot, select the Wireless option in the
System Controls dialog and then select Not Connected. This opens
the Wireless Devices dialog. Use this dialog to select the desired
hotspot, enter the login information and then select Connect.
Connecting to a wireless hotspot changes the wireless mode to
Client mode. In this mode, you can access the GoFree Shop.

To disconnect from a wireless hotspot, select the Wireless option in
the System Controls dialog, then select Connected hotspot_name, and
then Disconnect. This changes the wireless mode to Access point
mode. In this mode, you can connect a wireless device so that Apps
such as GoFree Controller & Viewer can access the vessel's
navigation information.
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GoFree Shop
The built-in wireless functionality must be connected to an external
wireless hotspot in order to access the GoFree Shop.

At the GoFree Shop you can browse, purchase and download
compatible content for your system including navigation charts and
Insight Genesis Maps. When you log on, the system automatically
gives you a notification if a new software version is available for your
system. If an update is available, you can download it to a card slot
or defer the download until later. If you defer the download until
later, the notification is available in the About dialog accessible from
the System Settings.

GoFree Controller & Viewer
The wireless functionality lets you use a wireless device to remotely
view (smartphone and tablet) and control the system (tablet only).
The system is viewed and controlled from the wireless device by the
GoFree Controller & Viewer Apps downloaded from their relevant
Application store. When remote control is accepted, the active page
is mirrored to the wireless device.

Ú Note: To use smartphones and tablets to view and control the
system, wireless functionality must be disconnected from the
wireless hotspot (in Access point mode).

Ú Note: For safety reasons, Autopilot and CZone functions cannot
be controlled from a wireless device.

Uploading log files to Insight Genesis
To upload a recorded Echosounder log file to Insight Genesis, select
the file you want to upload from the Files panel and select the
upload to Insight Genesis option.

Ú Note: You must be connected to a wireless hotspot to upload
recorded log files to Insight Genesis.

Ú Note: Recorded log files can also be uploaded to Insight
Genesis if you have specified Upload to Insight Genesis in
the Record Echo dialog. For more information, refer to "Start
recording log data" on page 6.
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Wireless settings

Provides configuration and setup options for the wireless
functionality. Setup for the Wireless settings dialog is described in
the Installation Manual with the exception of the following new
options:

Connect to a wireless hotspot
Displays the Wireless device dialog that you can use to connect the
wireless functionality to a wireless hotspot.

Client settings
Displays information about the wireless hotspot your unit is
connected to or the last one your unit was connected to. You can
select the hotspot in the dialog to set it as a hotspot you want to
always connect to when in range or you can select to delete it.
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Start recording log data
You can start recording log data and save the file internally in the
unit, or save it onto a card inserted into the unit’s card reader.

The function is activated from the menu.

When the data is being recorded, there is a flashing red symbol in
the top left corner and a message appears periodically at the
bottom of the screen.

Upload to Insight Genesis
Files are transmitted to Insight Genesis when recording completes,
if you are connected to a wireless hotspot. For information about
wireless hotspots, refer to "Wireless connection" on page 3.

Privacy
If allowed by your selected Insight Genesis account, you can choose
between setting the recorded log files as Private or Public at Insight
Genesis.
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Stop recording log data
Select the Log sonar menu option, and then Stop in the Recording
Echo dialog to stop the recording of Echosounder data.

Ú Note: If you have selected the Upload to Insight Genesis
option and are connected to a wireless hotspot, your recorded
files are transmitted to Insight Genesis when you select Stop.

The Nav panel

The Nav panel is activated from the Home page, either as a full page
panel or as part of a multiple panel page.

1 Data fields
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2 Route information

3 Vessel heading

4 Bearing to next routepoint

5 Bearing line with allowed off course limit
When travelling on a route the bearing line shows the
intended course from one waypoint towards the next.
When navigating towards a waypoint (cursor position, MOB
or an entered lat/lon position), the bearing line shows the
intended course from the point at which navigation was
started towards the waypoint.

6 Vessel symbol
Indicates distance and bearing relative to the intended
course. If the XTE (Cross Track Error) exceeds the defined XTE
limit, this is indicated with a red arrow including the
distance from the track line.

7 Routepoint information

Edit data fields
To change the data fields displayed on the Navigation panels:

1. Activate the menu
2. Select the edit option from the menu
3. Activate the field you want to edit
4. Select the information type
5. Save your changes.

Jeppesen chart support
All possible menu options for Jeppesen charts are described below.
The Jeppesen features and menu options can vary depending on
the Jeppesen charts you use.

Jeppesen tides and currents
The system can display Jeppesen tides and currents. With this
information it is possible to predict the time, level, direction and
strength of currents and tides. This is an important tool when
considering planning and navigation of a trip.

In large zoom ranges the tides and currents are displayed as a
square icon including the letter T (Tides) or C (Current). When you
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select one of the icons, tidal or current information for that location
are displayed.

Dynamic current data can be viewed by zooming inside a 1-nautical
mile zoom range. At that range, the Current icon changes to an
animated dynamic icon that shows the speed and direction of the
current. Dynamic icons are colored in black (greater than 6 knots),
red (greater than 2 knots and less than or equal to 6 knots), yellow
(greater than 1 knot and less than or equal to 2 knots) or green
(equal to or less than 1 knot), depending on the current in that
location.

If there is no current (0 knots) this will be shown as a white, square
icon.

Static Current and Tide icons Dynamic Current icons

Jeppesen specific chart options
Orientation, Look ahead, 3D, and change Chart source (previously
described in this section) are common for all chart types.

Presentation
The charts can be displayed in different imagery styles.

Shaded relief No contours
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Raster imagery High resolution bathymetry

Shaded relief
Shades seabed terrain.

No contours
Removes contour lines from the chart.

Raster charts
Changes the view to that of a traditional paper chart.

Raster transparency
Controls the transparency of raster imagery.

High resolution bathymetry
Enables and disables higher concentration of contour lines.

Jeppesen view options

Chart detail
• Full

All available information for the chart in use.
• Medium

Minimum information sufficient for navigation.
• Low

Basic level of information that cannot be removed, and includes
information that is required in all geographic areas. It is not
intended to be sufficient for safe navigation.
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Jeppesen chart categories
Jeppesen charts include several categories and sub-categories that
you can turn on/off individually depending on which information
you want to see.

Photo overlay
Photo overlay enables you to view satellite photo images of an area
as an overlay on the chart. The availability of such photos is limited
to certain regions, and cartography versions.

You can view photo overlays in either 2D or 3D modes.

No Photo overlay Photo overlay, land only Full Photo overlay

Photo transparency
The Photo transparency sets the opaqueness of the photo overlay.
With minimum transparency settings the chart details are almost
hidden by the photo.

Minimum transparency Transparency at 80
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Depth palette
Controls the Depth palette used on the map.

Paper chart
Changes the appearance of the map to a paper chart style.

Safety depth
Jeppesen charts use different shades of blue to
distinguish between shallow (lighter shades) and deep (darker
shades) water. After enabling Safety depth, specify the
desired safety depth limit. The Safety depth sets the limit at which
depths will be drawn without blue shading.

Depth filter
Filters out depth values shallower than the selected depth filter
limit.

Shading
Shades different areas of the seabed, depending on the selected
Shading category.

Ú Note: Composition and Vegetation shading are not applicable
to C-MAP charts.

Depth 1 and Depth 2
Depth presets that shade different depths in different colors.

Custom
You can adjust the depth threshold, color and opacity
(transparency) of color shading for Depth 1 and Depth 2.
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3D exaggeration
Graphical settings that are available in 3D mode only. Exaggeration
is a multiplier applied to the drawn height of hills on land, and
troughs in water to make them look taller or deeper.

Ú Note: This option is grayed out if the data is not available in the
map card inserted.

Predefined activity gauges
Data sources connected to the system can be viewed in the
Instrument bar.

You can select a predefined activity for one or both of the
instrument bars. When an activity bar is selected, predefined
instrument gauges are displayed in the instrument bar.
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Fuel economy gauge

1 Digital readout of current economy

2 Fuel economy measurement units

3 100% efficiency, this equates to the 'nominal consumption'

4 120% efficiency

5 Average fuel economy

6 Instantaneous economy

7 Current fuel level

You can display a fuel economy gauge in the instrument bar on
application pages (Chart, Radar, Echo, Nav, and so on). Select the
predefined Fuel activity bar or change a gauge source to Fuel
Economy. To change a gauge source, refer to the section Setting
the appearance of the Instrument bar in the Operator Manual.

The fuel economy gauge displays the instantaneous versus
historical average fuel efficiency. The start of the green zone
represents ‘Nominal Fuel Economy’, and it displays an additional
20% area to allow your fuel efficiency to be displayed above the
nominal fuel economy.

The more efficient you consume fuel, the more the outer blue dial
creeps up towards the green portion of the scale. If you achieve the
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nominal efficiency of your vessel you will be at the green zone. If
you manage to achieve an efficiency better than your nominal
efficiency, you will be somewhere in the upper green zone.

Nominal fuel economy can be entered in the Vessel Setup dialog
displayed from the Fuel settings dialog.

You can reset your average fuel economy from the Reset Fuel
Economy button on the Fuel settings dialog. When you reset it, the
system starts calculating the new average.

Set the measurement units for the fuel economy gauge in the
Economy field in the Units settings dialog.

Password protection
You can set a PIN code to prevent unauthorized access to your
system settings. When you establish password protection, the PIN
code must be entered when any of the following are selected. After
the correct PIN code is entered, all of them can be accessed without
re-entering the PIN code.

• Settings, activated from the Tools panel or System Controls
dialog

• Alarms, activated from the Tools panel
• Files, activated from the Tools panel
• GoFree Shop, activated from the Tools panel
• Settings, activated from the Chart menu under Chart Options

You set and remove password protection from the system Settings
dialog.
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SmartCraft VesselView integration
SmartCraft data can be displayed and interaction are enabled
through the GO7 when a VesselView 7 or VesselView 4 gateway
device is present on the network.

The engine supplier icon appears on the Home page when a
device is available.

NAC-1 autopilot computer support
If an AC12N, AC42N, SG05 or a NAC-1 autopilot computer is
connected to the system, autopilot functionality is available in the
system.

The system does not allow for more than one autopilot computer
on the network.

The GO7 automatically detects the autopilot computer that is
available on the network, and presents settings, configuration and
user options for the connected computer.

The following changes applies when using a NAC-1 compared to
using an AC12N, an AC42N or an SG05 computer:

• With NAC-1 you cannot select boat type. Also Wind mode and
Wind Nav mode are not available.

• The autopilot commissioning is simplified for NAC-1, and the
system will automatically select a calibration method depending
on your source selection

• You have less Autopilot settings available when using a NAC-1
compared to using an AC12N or an AC42N computer

TripIntel
TripIntel lets you store and recall information on trips. You can use
the information to make informed decisions prior to commencing a
trip, or when a trip is underway.

Ú Note: For best results, it is recommended to run software
version 2.4.0 or newer in your EP-85R Storage Device.

Select the TripIntel button on the Tool panel to display the TripIntel
page.
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Current trip statistics
The Information tab on the TripIntel page shows current trip
statistics:

• Distance traveled
• Time traveled
• Average speed
• Maximum speed
• Fuel economy
• Fuel used

Automatic trip recording
There is an automatic trip detection feature. When you start
navigating you are prompted to start recording the trip if no trip is
currently underway and your speed has been more than 2 knots for
20 seconds. You will be prompted to continue a trip or start a new
trip if the trip was not explicitly saved before a power off.
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You can manually start the recording later from the TripIntel page.

You can turn off the automatic trip detection feature from the
Tracks and Trip settings dialog.

Start and stop trip recordings
If you have selected to not start recording a trip from the automatic
trip detection prompt, you can manually start a recording from the
TripIntel page.

The Start and Stop trip options let you specify a trip recording. You
can use them to segment a single passage into multiple trips
providing a finer level of control of the information that is logged for
a journey.

Long-term statistics
Select Long Term Statistics to view seasonal trip information such as
engine running hours, total distance traveled, and fuel economy.
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Adjust total distance
Select the Adjust total distance button to change the Total distance.
Use this option if you have not recorded a trip or part of a trip that
you have taken and want to include the distance in the Total
distance statistic.

Reset fuel economy
Select Reset fuel economy to reset the fuel economy in the Fuel
economy gauge on the Instrument bar.

Estimated fuel range ring
The Estimated fuel range ring on the TripIntel page represents the
estimated total distance that the boat can travel based on historical
consumption, and the amount of fuel left in the tanks.

Ú Note: The Estimated fuel range ring represents fuel
consumption on a one way trip only, it does not include fuel
estimates for the return trip to your current location. It
represents the distance in which your boat will completely run
out of fuel.

Ú Note: The Estimated fuel range ring is calculated from the
Vessel Fuel Remaining only, not level sensors. When recording
your refueling, you must 'Set to full' or 'Add fuel' for the range
ring to be accurate.

Fuel gauge
The Fuel Gauge on the TripIntel page, and on the economy gauge is
displayed based on the setting in the Vessel Setup page. You must
select the Fuel Remaining measurement type.

• Fuel consumed by engine(s)
• Fuel tank level sensor(s)

Ú Note: This is only for the TripIntel page and the economy
graph.

Record your refueling
Select the Fuel button to record the amount of your refuel. The
refuel information is used for calculating the Vessel Fuel Remaining
amount.
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Tide gauge
The Tide gauge on the TripIntel page shows the tide height at the
selected tide station.

Tide graphs and stations
Tide stations on Chart cards provide tide information. Select the
Tide button to view tide graphs and specify which Tide station
provides tide information. If no tide station is chosen, tide
information from the nearest tide station is used.
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View trip recordings
Recorded trips are listed in the History tab on the TripIntel page. To
view detailed trip information select a trip in the list.

Change trip recording names
Trips are given generic names when they are created. You can
change the trip name to a more meaningful one by selecting it on
the History list and then select the name in the Trip History details
dialog. This opens the Trip name dialog where you can change the
trip name.
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SonicHub 2 supported
A SonicHub 2 connected to the NMEA 2000 network is supported.

SonicHub 2 Device Information 
Open the Network Settings dialog and select the SonicHub 2 device
in the Device list. This opens the SonicHub 2 Device Information
dialog.

Configure
Select to configure the device.

Upgrade
Updates the device software.

Ú Note: A USB memory stick with the software upgrade must be
plugged into the device. Periodic software updates may be
available from the product website. Detailed instructions for
how to install the software are included with the upgrade files.

Factory Reset
Resets the device to factory defaults.
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SonicHub 2 is Bluetooth enabled
The SonicHub 2 is a Bluetooth enabled device. You can use the
SonicHub 2's built-in Bluetooth wireless to connect it to Bluetooth
enabled audio devices.

To pair the SonicHub 2 to a Bluetooth enabled device select the
Bluetooth devices icon in the Controls menu. Choose the
Bluetooth device you want to pair to from the list of available
devices and then select Pair.

The SonicHub 2 connects to the paired device.

Connecting and disconnecting paired devices
The SonicHub 2 automatically connects to a device when you pair
them. You can pair it to several devices but only one device can be
connected at a time.

You can manually disconnect and connect the SonicHub 2 to paired
devices.

To disconnect a paired device, select the paired device in the device
list and then select Disconnect.
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To connect to a paired device, select the paired device in the device
list and then select Connect.

Pandora
The SonicHub 2 supports streaming music from Pandora from an
Android device (over Bluetooth) or IOS device (over USB and
Bluetooth).

Ú Note: You must be in a valid location to use Pandora. Refer to
the Pandora website for more information.

Use menu controls to run Pandora on the smart device.
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Network analyzer and service assistant
The system has a built-in service assistant that creates a report of
the devices installed on the NMEA 2000 network such as the
software versions, serial numbers, and information from the settings
file to assist in technical support enquiries.

To use the analyzer, open the About page of the System settings
dialog and select Support. Two options are displayed:

Create report
Analyzes your network and prompts you for information required
for support and creates the report with information automatically
gathered from the network. You can add screenshots and log files
that will be attached to the report. There is a 20MB limit for the
report attachments. You can save the report to a memory card and
email it to support or upload it directly if you have an internet
connection. If you call technical support first, you can enter an
incident number to assist with tracking.

Check system for updates
Analyzes your network and checks if updates are available for
compatible devices.

Ú Note: Connect your unit to the internet to check for the latest
available software versions. The software versions will be up to
date as of the last time you updated your unit or connected to
the internet.

New dashboard layouts
New predefined dashboard layouts (3x4, Full, 2x1, 2x2) are available
for the Instrument panel.

You can select the new dashboard layouts when you add a new
dashboard or change a dashboard's layout. After you select the new
layout, specify which gauges are to be displayed in the dashboard
using the edit menu option.

The ‘3x4’ layout displays 4 rows with 3 gauges in each row, ‘Full’
displays one gauge, ‘2x1’ displays 2 rows with 1 gauge in each row,
and ‘2x2’ displays 2 rows with 2 gauges in each row.
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Precision-9 compass support
The Precision-9 compass is supported. It connects to the NMEA
2000 network. The Precision-9 compass outputs magnetic heading
data suitable for autopilot steering, and also rate of turn, pitch, and
roll.

Separate documentation is provided with the Precision-9 compass.

Precision-9 configuration

Heading, Roll and Pitch offset
Used for compensating the mechanical offsets resulting from the
selected location and orientation of the compass.

Instance
The device instance is determined by the configuration process. It
should only be required to change this if identical devices on the
network are not automatically given unique instance numbers.
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TotalScan™ transducer support
The TotalScan transducer is supported. The TotalScan transducer is
an all-in-one transducer combining CHIRP sonar capabilities with
exclusive high-resolution StructureScan® HD and DownScan
Imaging™ technology. Separate documentation is provided with
the TotalScan transducer.

Network analyzer and service assistant
improvements
This feature name is changed to Network analyzer and service
assistant, it was previously referred to as the System and network
devices analyzer.

When an internet connection is made:

• and Check system for updates is selected, the Network analyzer
and service assistant will inform you if a sw update is available for
download

• service reports can be uploaded to support directly from the
system

Ú Note: Remove any mapping cards from your unit and install a
memory card with sufficient storage before downloading
software updates or creating and saving reports to the memory
card.
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Chart panel GRIB weather overlay
The system now includes weather functionality that allows you to
view forecast data overlaid on the chart. This helps gaining a clear
understanding of the weather conditions that are likely to appear.

The system supports weather data in GRIB format, available for
download from various weather service suppliers.

GRIB weather
A GRIB file contains forecast information for a set number of days. It
is possible to animate the weather data, which shows how weather
systems are developing.

Importing GRIB data
GRIB data imported into memory can be displayed as chart overlay.
Refer to "Displaying GRIB weather as overlay" on page 29. The file can be
imported from any location that can be seen in the file manager.

Ú Note: GRIB data that is imported overwrites the GRIB data in
memory.

You can import the weather file using the File manager from the
Tools panel or the Forecast menu option on the Chart panel:

• When you select a GRIB file with the File manager, the import
option is available. Use it to import a GRIB file into memory.

Select the GRIB file to import the data.
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• The Forecast menu option on the Chart panel displays the GRIB
weather dialog. Use the import file option in this dialog to open
the File manager and import a GRIB file into memory.
Using this dialog you can also select an available GRIB file.
Selecting an available GRIB file is the same as importing the file
into memory. Available GRIB files are files downloaded from a
weather service supplier to the Gribs directory (in the Files
manager).

Displaying GRIB weather as overlay
Imported GRIB weather data can be displayed as an overlay on your
chart panel.

When the GRIB weather overlay is selected, the chart menu
increases to show GRIB weather options. From this menu you can
select which weather symbols you want to display, set the distance
between the barbs, and adjust the opaqueness of the weather
symbols.

From this menu you can also animate the weather forecast. Refer to
"Animating GRIB weather forecast" on page 31.

The Forecast menu option displays the GRIB file currently in
memory and overlaid on the chart. Select the Forecast menu option
to import a new GRIB file into memory. Importing a new file
overwrites the GRIB data in memory.
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1 Wind barbs

2 Pressure contours

3 GRIB information window

Wind barbs
The rotation of the wind barbs indicate the relative wind direction,
with the tail showing the direction the wind is coming from. In the
graphics below, the wind comes from the northwest.

Wind speed is indicated by a combination of small and large barbs
at the end of the wind tail.

Zero knots / Indeterminate wind direction

Small barb = 5 knots

Large barb = 10 knots

Arrow barb = 50 knots

If a combination of 5 and 10 knot barbs are shown on a tail, then
add them together to give you the total wind speed. The example
below shows 3 x large barb + 1 x small barb = 35 knots, and 60
knots indicated with 1 x arrow barb + 1 x large barb.
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Wind speed: 35 knots Wind speed: 60 knots

GRIB information window
The GRIB information window shows the date and time for the GRIB
weather forecast, and the selected forecast time in brackets. A
negative value in the brackets indicates historic weather data.

If you select a position on the chart, the information window
expands to include weather details for the selected position.

Animating GRIB weather forecast
The GRIB data contains forecast information for a set number of
days. It is possible to animate the weather data and to show the
predicted forecast for a specific time and date. The time scales vary
depending on the file you are using.

The time shift is shown in brackets in the GRIB information window.
The time is relative to the current time as provided by a GPS device
connected to the system.

Select time and animation speed from the menu.

NAC-2 and NAC-3 autopilot computer
support
If an NAC-2 or NAC-3 autopilot computer is connected to the
system, autopilot functionality is available in the system.

The system does not allow for more than one autopilot computer
on the network.

Autopilot setup
The MFD automatically detects the autopilot computer that is
available on the network, and presents settings, configuration and
user options for the connected computer.

Commissioning the autopilot
When the autopilot installation is completed, the commissioning
procedures must be performed. The setup of the autopilot
computers can be done in full from the MFD or from a separate
autopilot control head. 

The MFD's Installation manual describes how you configure the
autopilot. All steps in all commissioning procedures are clearly
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described on-screen, and you are guided step-by-step through the
process. This includes the following:

• Dockside setup
• Rudder drive setup
• Seatrials
• Compass calibration
• Setting the Transition speed (HI/LO)
• Autotuning
• Setting Sailing parameters
• Manually adjusting steering parameters

Using the NAC-2 or NAC-3 autopilot
You can use the autopilot pop-up to control the autopilot as
described in the MFD's Operator manual.

Available steering modes
The NAC-2 and NAC-3 have several steering modes. The number of
modes and features within the mode depend on boat type and
available inputs, as shown in the following list:

• Standby
Standby mode used when manually steering at the helm.
Compass and rudder angle is shown on the display.

• NFU
Non-Follow Up steering where the rudder movement is
controlled by using the Port and Starboard keys in the Pilot pop-
up, or by another NFU unit.

• FU
Follow-up steering where the rudder angle is set by another FU
unit.

• AUTO
Automatic steering where the set heading is maintained.

- Heading capture
Aborts the turn and uses the instantaneous compass reading
as set heading.

- Turn patterns
Moves the vessel automatically in pre-defined turn steering
patterns. Only available if the boat type is not set to Sail.

- Tacking
Tacking with a fixed angle. Only available if the boat type is set
to Sail.
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• NoDrift
Automatic steering, keeping the vessel on a straight bearing line
by compensating for drift.

- Dodging
Temporary aborting NoDrift steering for manual steering in
Standby mode. (Returns to NoDrift mode after a heading
change.)

• NAV
Navigation steering. Steers the vessel to a specific waypoint or
through a route.

• WIND
Automatic steering where the vessel heading is changed to
maintain a set wind angle. Only available if the boat type is set to
Sail.

- Tacking/Gybing
Tacking/Gybing with apparent or true wing angle as reference.
Only available if the boat type is set to Sail.

Software upgrades
The latest software is available for download from our website,
www.simrad-yachting.com. 

Before initiating an update to the unit itself, be sure to back up any
potentially valuable user data. Refer to "Backing up your system data" on
page 34.

The system or the Network analyzer and service assistant can advise
software updates are available. 

Network analyzer and service assistant
The system has a built-in service assistant that creates a report of
the devices installed on the NMEA 2000 network such as the
software versions, serial numbers, and information from the settings
file to assist in technical support enquiries.

To use the analyzer, open the About page of the System settings
dialog and select Support. Two options are displayed:

Create report
Analyzes your network and prompts you for information required
for support and creates the report with information automatically
gathered from the network. You can add screenshots and log files
that will be attached to the report. There is a 20MB limit for the
report attachments. You can save the report to a memory card and
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email it to support or upload it directly if you have an internet
connection. If you call technical support first, you can enter an
incident number to assist with tracking.

Check system for updates
Analyzes your network and checks if updates are available for
compatible devices.

Ú Note: Connect your unit to the internet to check for the latest
available software versions. The software versions will be up to
date as of the last time you updated your unit or connected to
the internet.

Update software

Ú Note: Remove any mapping cards from your unit and install a
memory card with sufficient storage before downloading
software updates or creating and saving reports to the memory
card.

Ú Note: Do not turn off the MFD or device until the update is
completed or you are prompted to restart the unit or device
being updated.

1. If your MFD is connected to the Internet, you can download the
software update from the Updates Dialog into a memory card.
You can also download the software update from www.simrad-
yachting.com to a memory card inserted in a smart device or PC
connected to the internet.

2. Insert the card containing the software updates in your MFD.
3. Select the item to be updated in the Updates Dialog and

follow the prompts.

As you respond to the prompts the update occurs. Prompts may
request that you restart the device to complete the update. You can
restart devices to complete the update later at a more convenient
time.

Backing up your system data
Waypoints, Routes, and Tracks that you create are filed in your
system. It is recommended to regularly copy these files and your
system settings files as part of your back-up routine. The files can be
copied to a card inserted in the card reader.
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There are no export file format options for the system settings file.
The following output formats are available for exporting Waypoints,
Routes, and Tracks files:

• User Data File version 5
This is used to import and export waypoints and routes with a
standardized universally unique identifier (UUID), which is very
reliable and easy to use. The data includes such information as
the time and date when a route was created.

• User Data File version 4
This is best used when transferring data from one system to
another, since it contains all the extra bits of information these
systems store about items.

• User Data file version 3 (w/depth)
Should be used when transferring user data from one system to a
legacy product (Lowrance LMS, LCX)

• User data file version 2 (no depth)
Can be used when transferring user data from one system to a
legacy product (Lowrance LMS, LCX)

• GPX (GPS Exchange, no depth)
This is the format most used on the web that shares among most
GPS systems in the world. Use this format if you are taking data to
a competitor's unit.

• Northstar.dat (no Tracks)
Used to transfer data to a legacy Northstar device.

Navionics charts
Some Navionics features require the most current data from
Navionics. For those features, a message is displayed stating that the
feature is unavailable if you do not have the appropriate Navionics
charts or chart card inserted. For more information on what is
required for these features, refer to www.navionics.com

Dock-to-dock Autorouting
The Navionics’ Autorouting option is changed to Dock-to-dock
Autorouting.

You use Dock-to-dock Autorouting in the same manner as you used
Autorouting. For more information, refer to the operator manual. In
addition, Quick Info is supported.

Ú Note: Units designed for sale in the U.S. region do not have
Dock-to-dock Autorouting capabilities. Dock-to-dock
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Autorouting features are disabled on all non-U.S. units when
they are used in U.S. territorial waters.

Quick Info
Warning symbols are shown on route legs to identify possible
dangerous items (for example, ‘Shallow water’). Select the warning
symbol to view the quick info pop-up which will tell you what the
possible danger is.

SonarChart Live
SonarChart Live is a real-time feature where the device creates an
overlay of depth contours based on your own live sonar soundings.

In the Navionics chart menu, select Overlay and then SonarChart
Live to display it as an overlay on the chart.

When you select SonarChart Live overlay the menu expands to
display SonarChart Live Options. Use the options to set the
transparency and minimum depth.

Transparency
The SonarChart Live overlay is drawn on top of other chart data. The
chart data is completely covered at minimum transparency. Adjust
the transparency to allow the chart details to be seen.

Minimum depth
Adjusts what SonarChart Live rendering treats as the safety depth.
This affects the coloring of the SonarChart Live area. As the vessel
approaches the safety depth, the SonarChart Live area will gradually
change from a simple grey/white to red.

New SonarChart Live tide correction option
The new SonarChart Live tide correction option is added to the
Chart Settings dialog.
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SonarChart Live tide correction
When selected, the tide correction feature uses information from
nearby tide stations (if available) to adjust the depth values used by
SonarChart Live as the sonar is recorded.

View menu option changes
The Navionics’ feature Fish N' Chip is renamed to SonarChart.

The SC Density menu option is new for SonarChart Live.

The Depth range highlight menu option is renamed to Fishing
range.

SonarChart
The system supports the Navionics SonarChart feature.

SonarChart displays a bathymetry map showing high resolution
contour detail and standard navigational data. For more
information, refer to www.navionics.com.

SC Density
Controls the density of the SonarChart and SonarChart Live
contours.

Fishing range
Select a range of depths between which Navionics fills with a
different color.
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This allows you to highlight a specific range of depths for fishing
purposes. The range is only as accurate as the underlying chart data,
meaning that if the chart only contains 5 meter intervals for contour
lines, the shading is rounded to the nearest available contour line.

No Depth highlight range Depth highlight range: 6 m - 12 m
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